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Formula One racing is the pinnacle of motor racing around the world. These days, the sport is a truly global circus. At almost every race on the calendar, more than 120,000 spectators cram into the grandstands and spectator banking, all vying for a view of the millionaire superstar drivers. At the same time, in 150 countries worldwide, more than 300 million people tune in to watch the fight for glory in the comfort of their front rooms.
    Formula One Racing For Dummies shares insight into why this sport attracts so much interest and so many devotees – whether the fans be following drivers, worshipping cars, satisfying their fascination with technology, or simply soaking up the atmosphere at the track. This spirited guide gives you the nitty-gritty on this wildly popular race, answering questions like     

	Why do Formula One cars have wings and why are they covered in logos?     
	How does a race begin without a green light to signal the start?     
	How do Formula One drivers prepare, mentally and physically, for a race?     
	How can I get an autograph of my favorite driver?     
	What strategies do drivers and their teams use during a race?     
	How does Formula One compare with other forms of motor racing?     
	Why is a Formula One car still a car, even though it has no roof, doors, or bonnet?     
	Why is the business side of the sport so important and what's the role of the sponsor?     
	Besides the driver, who are the other people on the team?     
	What does winning feel like and how do drivers go about doing just that?     


    Considering that Formula One racing is matched only by the Olympics and the football World Cup in terms of worldwide fans, this engaging reference is a must-have for finding the information you're after without plodding through reams of pages or stalling out in a cover-to-cover read. You can speed through the basics or take time relishing a look at each circuit. And for those who want more than words to bring the race to life, a full-color insert celebrates the sheer spectacle of the great race – from crowds to crashes, incredible skill and technology to amazing finishes!      

       About the Author
   Jonathan Noble is Grand Prix Editor for Autosport magazine, the world’s foremost motor sport publication. Mark Hughes is a Grand Prix writer for Autosport magazine.       
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CCDA 640-864 Official Cert Guide (4th Edition)Cisco Press, 2011

	Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam.
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Introduction to Computation and Programming Using PythonMIT Press, 2013

	This book introduces students with little or no prior programming experience to the art of computational problem solving using Python and various Python libraries, including PyLab. It provides students with skills that will enable them to make productive use of computational techniques, including some of the tools and techniques of "data...
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Chromic Materials: Fundamentals, Measurements, and ApplicationsApple Academic Press, 2018

	
		This informative volume reflects the state of art in the science of color-changeable materials and provides an abundance of in-depth knowledge about the field of colorimetry. The book describes the facts behind the chromic phenomena from the point of application, spectrophotometry of chromic materials, and instrumentation and...
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iOS 9 Programming Fundamentals with Swift: Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa BasicsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals, including the Xcode IDE, the Cocoa Touch framework, and Swift 2.0—the latest version of Apple's acclaimed programming language. With this thoroughly updated guide, you'll learn Swift’s object-oriented concepts, understand how to use Apple's...
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Optimization of Structural and Mechanical SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Computational optimization methods have matured over the last few years due to extensive research by applied mathematicians and engineers. These methods have been applied to many practical applications. Several general-purpose optimization programs and programs for specific engineering applications have become available to solve particular...
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Drug Safety EvaluationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A comprehensive safety guide to all aspects of the drug development process
Drug Safety Evaluation presents an all-inclusive, practical guide for those who are responsible for ensuring the safety of drugs and biologics for patients, for health care providers, for those involved in the manufacture of medicinal products, and for all those who...
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